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INTERPRETING THE PRESENT – THE RHETORICAL FUNCTION
OF TIME IN MICHELHOUELLEBECQ’S SUBMISSION
Abstract: The paper examines Michel Houellebecq’s novel Submission in terms of,
primarily, temporality as not only a structural element of narratives, but in the service
of the rhetoric of the text. The authors analyze two aspects of the narrative structure
based on the theoretical framework proposed by Richard Walsh in his study The Rhetoric
of Fictionality. The narrative is analyzed in terms of (inter)contextuality and rhetorical
representation. Context and time-wise, referential properties of the narrative are analyzed
with the aim of casting light on the effects produced in the process of immersion, as well
as on the implication and potential ideological outcomes emerging from the interplay
between the fictional world of the narrative and the present-day socio-cultural context. By
uncovering the narrative’s ideologically-charged moments and their dependence on the
present-day real-world referents, the authors aim to show how Houellebecq’s projection
of contemporary French society results in a credible, but ultimately epistemologically
ambiguous vision of the near future whose satirical potentials are undermined by the
virtue of their indeterminacy and a subjective historical perspective.
Key Words: temporality, inter-textuality, narrative ethics, fictionality, rhetorics

1. Introduction
The aim of this analysis is to approach the issue of temporality in Michel
Houellebecq’s novel Submission from the theoretical perspective of rhetorical
representation. Quite controversial upon its publication in 2015, Houellebecq’s novel
features a hypothetical vision of France under Islamic rule in the near future (the
year 2022), which, despite its temporal distance, is still underpinned by references to
contemporary factual actors and socio-political discourses. In addition to its futuristic
setting, Submission also features time as one of its central narrative themes in the
form of the protagonist’s protracted musings on the past and future, both personal
and national. Time, therefore, seems to be given clear and particular thematic and
structural significance in the novel. However, having in mind Houellebecq’s satirical
approach to a contentious subject matter that is at the center of Submission, the
handling of time and temporality in the novel becomes not only an issue of semantics
or narrative structure, but also (and perhaps crucially) of rhetoric.
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The authors of this paper argue that Houellebecq relies on temporal
manipulations and an interplay between the fictional and the factual in constructing
the ideologically-charged satirical discourse of the novel. By analyzing these two
properties of Houellebecq’s narrative from the perspective of rhetoric, we aim to show
that the novel’s controversial reception could be attributed not only to Houellebecq’s
satirical approach to a sensitive subject matter, but also the way that subject matter
is temporally rendered and contextually positioned. For the purpose of highlighting
the possible rhetorical function of the temporal aspects of narrative structure, this
paper will draw on the work of Gerard Genette and his study of anachrony – the
temporal distortions between the sequencing of the events in the story-world, and the
intentionality in the deviations present in narrative representation. Genette’s concepts
of analepsis and prolepsis will be used to point out the anachronous sequencing in
narrative representation, as well as to precisely determine the narrating situation and
its implications. Also, Richard Walsh’s critical study of narrative fictionality, and
narrative rhetorical ethics and aesthetics, will be taken as the starting point for the
analysis of Michel Houellebecq’s novel Submission.
In the first section of the paper, we outline and define the key terms from
narrative theory to be used in the analysis, paying particular attention to the concepts
of time, anachrony, fabula, sujet, and fictionality. Following that, in the second
section of the paper, we present our analysis of temporality in Submission, with the
aim of showing how it underpins the novel’s rhetorical and satirical potentials.
2. Theoretical Framework
Scheffel, Weixler, and Werner, in their essay Time, define time as “a constitutive
element of worlds and a fundamental category of human experience”1. This
definition not only positions time as an indispensible category for understanding
human consciousness and experience, but also for understanding the inner workings
of narratives and narrative representation. Moreover, time as the fourth category
enables us to “measure” our experiences and proves to be central to the cataloging
of information and its interpretation. Philosophy, literary, and narrative theory,
have approached the problem of time and temporality in numerous ways, from
Aristotle’s attempt at defining it as “a number of changes in respect of the before
and after” (Aristotle 2006), to time as represented or utilized in a specific medium of
transmission, but all of the definitions seem to revolve around the progression that is
perceived in the process of both storytelling and reception of narrative discourses. To
be more precise, the fourth dimension, intangible and invisible, is a mental construct
that enables the structuring of information into meaningful wholes, into cognitive
structures.
Narrative is traditionally, or in the spirit of structuralism, defined against
the criterion of eventfulness – the existence of minimal action or change of state
1

URL: http://www.lhn.uni-hamburg.de/article/time[view date:16 Apr 2016]
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(Genette, Schmid, Fludernik). Furthermore, narrative also encompasses the very
process of storytelling which is by default a progression structured in such a way
so as to shape a particular discourse, fictional or factual, into a complete unit – a
cognitive structure. This two-fold general definition accepted and built upon by
the majority of contemporary narratologists, albeit founded on structuralist ideas,
implies the crucial role of the spatio-temporal aspects both in terms of the minimal
requirements the text must meet in order for it to be regarded as a narrative, and
in terms of textual coherence achieved in the process of storytelling. Scheffel,
Weixler, and Werner approach narrative time as three-fold and determining, on the
most general level, the “world-constitutive dimension” – story-time. In the abovementioned essay, Time, these authors propose the idea of story-time as reliant “on
verbal evocation and interplay with other elements of the narrated world” which
in the process of narrative transmission, narration, and narrative reception serves
to better define the relationship with the vantage point from which the narrative
is related – the narrator’s spatio-temporal position; the chronological order of the
events or changes of state narrated, and, finally, the temporal determinants of the
discourse itself. Namely, it is inconceivable for any event to take place or change
of state to occur without temporality as the central defining category enabling the
perception and interpretation of the phenomenon.
Drawing on the work of structuralists, but moving beyond the traditional idea
of two levels of temporality embodied in the fabula-sujet2and similar dichotomies,
David Herman points to another, dichotomy “the what and the how, or what is
being told versus the manner in which it is told” (Herman 2009: 94) which, in fact,
foregrounds the problem Stanzel and Genette, among many other, have tackled. The
related narrative indeed has two temporal layers that or sequences that can be aligned
in degrees (or dis-aligned), and the discrepancy is in the sequence of events in the
story-world represented in the narrative, and their sequence in the representation
itself. In Narrative Discourse, Genette labels the occurrence as anachrony (Genette
1980). The sequence of narrative representation need not necessarily follow the
chronological order of events as they occur in the story-world, and instances of
analepses (flashback) and prolepses (flash-forward), intra or extra-diegetic, homo
or hetero-diegetic, may re-arrange the sequence of the story-world events in the
narrative representation. This, in turn, has implications on the reception of the
narrative as anachronies in narrative representation pertain to narrative design and
therefore shape the process of narrative reception. On the other hand, Herman rejects
the idea that double temporality or anachrony can be viewed as a pre-requisite for
narrativity. Temporality, rather, may too be the feature of texts which are descriptive
alone. However, the aim of this paper is to exemplify the manner in which temporality
or, more precisely, anachrony present in narratives may serve a rhetorical function
within the text. Namely, Herman defines narrative as “a cognitive strategy for
navigating the gap, in everyday experience, between what was expected and what
“Sujet is what we come to understand as a given (fictional) narrative, and fabula is how we come to
understand it. Our understanding, in other words, is not of ‘what happened’; it is of the weight and
import of the narrative actually told.” (Walsh 2007: 68)
2
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actually takes place” (Herman 2009: 97). This understanding of narratives implies
that expectations, suspense and the overall genre-specific effects stem not from the
narrative design itself, but rather solely from “people’s everyday understanding
of how thinking works” (Ibid.). Drawing upon the work of Bruner and his “folk
psychology”, Herman defines narratives as a discourse framework for “formulating
reasons about why people engage in the actions they do” (Ibid.), which basically
means that narratives in general serve as explanations to other narratives. Prototypical
exemplars of text-type categories give basis for genre conventions and reception,
and the gap-filling in the process of reception, according to Herman, accounts for the
effects produced by the overall design. However, this paper deals with the question
of whether temporality and its workings on multiple levels in narrative structure can
indeed be rejected as one of the criteria for narrative design impact, or do they in fact
play a vital role in the rhetorical ethics of the text.
Richard Walsh’s The Rhetoric of Fictionality has three-fold importance for the
thesis of this paper, and applying the three premises proposed by Walsh concerning
fictionality and narrativity, discourse, and frame of fiction (narrator) will illustrate
the instances in which the interference with the temporal aspects of narrative design
influence both emotively and ideologically the reception of the text. The aim is to
show how the temporal aspects of narrative can be manipulated in such a way so as to
serve a particular rhetorical function of the text in the course of narrative progression
– the process of storytelling.
Fictionality is particularly and primarily problematic in the case of
Houellebecq’s Submission because the story-world of the novel heavily relies on the
referents in the real-world pertaining to history, historical figures, events and overall
spatio-temporal aspects of today’s France. Delineating between the referent world
and the fictional story-world of Submission is in itself not challenging, nor does
is it particularly relevant genre-wise. However, the issue at hand is in what ways
such strong reliance of the spatio-temporal and factual information influences the
reception of the text, and how temporal (dis)alignment, particularly, modifies and
builds upon the cognitive environment of the reader, and the formation of cognitive
structures – the fabula that we come to understand from the sujet-discourse given, in
Richard Walsh’s terms. It is the sujet that the reader encounters in reading the text,
whereas fabula, or the story that is the cognitive structure formed upon reading, forms
during and after the act of reading. The same discourse may be read as a different
story by readers of with different cognitive environments because the contextual
information already present and received interacts differently with the discourse in
the course of the reader’s interpretation of the story. Literary conventions and those
of the genre imply that a novel possesses the attribute of fictionality regardless of
its strong connection to the referent world. However, the question that poses itself
in the case of Submission is to what extent contextual effects affect fictionality, and
narrative interpretation. Also, what effect the methods or techniques modifying the
sequencing in narrative representation and overall design produce in relation to the
global effect – the effect that extends beyond the narrative itself, but rather to the
referent world.
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Following this line of thought, it is essential to define fictionality in itself, as
well as against narrativity and factuality. In his essay The Value of Narrativity in the
Representation of Reality, Hayden White’s claim is that narratives are by default
characterized by fictionality, which by extension denies the possibility of factual
narratives. White does not deal with the problem of narrativity that distinguishes
between descriptive and action-based narratives, but it is apparent that the definition
of narrative assumed in his rejection of purely factual narratives implies action – event
sequencing, or state change as a general condition. White’s position is that the process
of narrative representation inevitably involves a point of view that is subjective and
therefore only that one particular instance of the story. Walsh defines fictionality as the
“cultural rationale” for “the exercise of our narrative understanding” (Walsh 2007: 8),
which means that fictionality is assumed whenever narratives are produced. Tackling
the problem of fictionality not as a dichotomy between the fictional and factual, Walsh
suggests that it cannot be presented as the problem of “truthfulness” (Walsh 2007:
30) as fiction does not entail literal truthfulness, but rather truthfulness to the storyworld, thus relevance that it may have for it. Moreover, he draws upon relevance
theory as Sperber and Wilson interpret it, and extends it to fiction in the sense of
equalizing the communication act in fiction with that of the real world. Namely, the
speech act present in fiction is perceived as serious with Walsh, therefore allowing
for inferences and the generation of implicatures. Fictive discourse thus functions in
the same manner, with the presumption of the criterion of relevance, as the ordinary
or “serious” speech act, but only bears indirect or little relevance to the real world.
The relevance that fictive speech act possesses belongs to the story-world, but it also
incrementally achieves global relevance (Walsh 2007: 30). Furthermore, narratives
achieve their global relevance by building thematic relevance and transferring it in
the process of reception to the cognitive environment of the reader. Walsh notices
that “the narrative force of fiction depends upon the assumptions carried forward,
enriched, modified, reappraised, overturned in the process of reading” (2007: 31).
This is coextensive with what Sperber and Wilson term as the “poetic effect” (Walsh
2007: 28) – an accumulation of relevance in the cognitive environment of the reader
that enables for “an improvement in knowledge” (Ibid.) that may pertain to the storyworld but extends to the global world as well. The pragmatic theory of fictionality
that Walsh proposes sees narrative discourse as a communicative situation the context
of which need not be viewed as separate from the real-world context. Moreover, he
rejects the minimal departure concept as required for immersion into the story world
– the communicative situation itself, provided by the narrative discourse situated in
the fictional, story-world, is enough to provide the reader with the assumptions needed
for understanding the narrative. Walsh’s position is that fictionality is basically only “a
contextual assumption by the reader, prompted by the manifest information that the
authorial discourse is offered as fiction” (2007: 36), and he notices that the rhetorical
approach to fictionality does not exclude the possibility of gaining factual information
from fiction, but that it is not the function of fiction. From the point of view of pragmatic
theory then, fiction is the narrative representation of the way matters in real-world
work as opposed to mirroring what they are like by relating facts, and the cognitive
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benefit is achieved by the successful decoding of these matters related in the discourse
– our making sense of them evaluatively, emotionally and logically. Fictionality, as a
contextual assumption by reader, is then a rhetorical recourse – referential properties of
fictionality are only secondary. On the other hand, “exercising fictionality” necessitates
a certain purpose. Walsh notices that the “particulars” of narratives are fictional, but
not the “mimetic process which does not reside in these particulars themselves, but in
their narrative articulation” (2007: 51). It is in the narrative articulation or the sujet, the
manner in which plot is told, that the rhetorical intention of the narrative discourse can
be found for fabula, or the story, is “a construction of events from discourse, not their
reconstruction” (Walsh 2007: 57). Furthermore, narration cannot be temporally neutral,
just as absolute chronological order is impossible. In fact, the story itself is not defined
by the temporal aspects of the narrative, but the structural arrangement of temporal
elements produces different effects. The story as obtained from the narrative discourse
is already rhetorically conditioned by the sujet – by the discourse, and temporal aspects
of the fabula, such as chronological or anachronous sequencing, are not as relevant as
they are relevant in the narrative representation. Actually, it is the sujet that allows the
fabula to gain logical, evaluative or other relevance in relation to the interpretation.
3. The rhetorical function of time in Michel Houellebecq’s Submission
With all this in mind, Houellebecq’s Submission makes a particularly suitable
object of investigation, owing to the author’s strong reliance on anachrony in the
construction and presentation of the narrative. The diegetic setting is France in
the year 2022, and the first-person narrative follows the life of François, a middleaged professor of literature at the New Sorbonne University, over the course of
a few months during which France is undergoing a political and socio-cultural
transformation – namely, the rise to power of the Muslim Brotherhood and the
election of their leader, Mohammed Ben-Abess, as President of France. With regards
to temporality, Houellebecq’s narrative approach is unusual in two mutually related
respects: firstly, in terms of the positioning of the narrative in the not-so-distant
future, and secondly, due to the prevalence of extradiegetic discourse in the form
of the narrator’s own ruminations on history and (at times, protracted) discussions
of historical events between the characters. While the main temporal setting of the
narrative is not at all uncommon per se, it is still relevant in rhetorical terms due to
the strong interplay between the story world and the referent world. On a strictly
formal level, Houellebecq’s presentation of French society and politics in 2022 is
predicated on the inclusion of present-day real-world referents (notably, still-living
politicians such as François Hollande and Marine Le Pen, and currently active
political parties such as The Socialist Party, The Union for a Popular Movement3,
and The National Front, to name but a few). This act of grounding the story world
Shortly after the publication of Submission, in May 2015, the Union for a Popular Movement changed
its name to The Republicans (De Clercq 2015).

3
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of the future in contemporary France eases the cognitive burden on behalf of the
reader and increases narrative plausibility; much of the socio-cultural and political
background of the story world is already part of the reader’s contextual knowledge
(presuming, of course, their suitable knowledge of XXI-century France), making it
easier for them to immerse themselves in the narrative. The problem, however, arises
when we take into account the thematic resonances between Houellebecq’s vision of
2022 France and the referent world, and the implications of the former; in order to
showcase these appropriately, we first need to examine the narrative’s anachronic,
often ideologically-charged moments and see how they contribute to the reader’s
understanding of the diegetic world.
Throughout the novel, François frequently mentions the subject of his doctoral
dissertation, the nineteenth-century French writer Joris-Karl Huysmans, and draws
parallels between Huysmans’s life and ideology and his own. Indeed, Huysmans is
prominently featured as early as the very beginning of the novel, during the course of
which the reader first learns about François’s life and career and his close link with
the author in question:
During the seven years it took me to write my dissertation, I lived with Huysmans, in
his more or less permanent presence. Born in the rue Suger, having lived in the rue de
Sèvres and the rue Monsieur, Huysmans died in the rue Saint-Placide and was buried
in Montparnasse. He spent almost his entire life within the boundaries of the Sixth
Arrondissement of Paris, just as he spent his professional life, thirty years and more
of it, in the Ministry of the Interior and Ecclesiastical Affairs.I, too, lived in the Sixth
Arrondissement, in a damp, cold, utterly cheerless room – the windows overlooked
a tiny courtyard, practically a well. […] And yet the morning after I defended my
dissertation (or maybe that same night), my first reaction was that I had lost something
priceless, something I’d never get back: my freedom. (Houellebecq 2016: 7-8)

The extent to which Huysmans and his writings influenced François’s life
cannot be overemphasized; in fact, most of the prominent anachronic moments
in the novel concern François’s contemplations on the life, works, and thought of
Huysmans, which often take place following François’s conversations with other
characters about the current political situation in France. Furthermore, François’s
conversion from self-proclaimed atheist to Muslim at the end of the novel (a presumed
conversion, since it is presented in the form of modalized proleptic speech), closely
resembles that of Huysmans, who converted to Catholicism – though, it must be
said, the two instances were motivated by different reasons. On a personal level,
François’strans formation is presented as the titular submission of the novel, a feat
which would, he presumes, ensure personal relevance under the new political order
and imbue the remainder of his life with a long-sought sense of significance. It is
particularly important to demarcate François’s “submission” to Islam; he does not
present it, in any way, as an act of true religious conversion (or, rather, religious
acceptance). Unlike Huysmans, who, as François claims, “did return to the Church,
and clearly meant it,” (Houellebecq 2016: 220), François’s conversion at the end
of the novel (spurred by explicit, crafty proselytizing on the part of the secretary
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of universities, Robert Rediger, himself a convert) is presented as a thoroughly
utilitarian, commercial act. Becoming a Muslim would open doors to a comfortable
teaching position at the Sorbonne and, perhaps even more importantly for François,
the prospect of a polygamous marriage.
Houellebecq presents this decision on the part of François as a thinly-veiled
breaking away from the past – it is immediately preceded by François’s completion
of a preface to the Éditions de Pléiadecollection of Huysmans, the work which marks
the self-proclaimed end of François’s intellectual life. However, taking into account
the narrative as a whole, this supposed start of a new chapter in François’s life,
this severing of ties with history and intellect, is, from an ideological standpoint,
misleading and hypocritical. The past is the cornerstone of Houellebecq’s narrative;
it not only emerges in the form of relatively simple analeptic references to historical
and political events and the narrator’s own ruminations on the life of Huysmans,
but also suffuses the diegetic present. By foregrounding François’s struggles with
personal relevance, which culminate in his conversion to Islam, against the backdrop
of political and socio-cultural transformations in 2022 France, Houellebecq invites
the reader to consider the parallels between the two. François’s midlife crisis is
the individual equivalent of the crisis of the secular humanist tradition in France
and Europe, strained under the influx of “[a] wave of new immigrants, with their
traditional culture – of natural hierarchies, the submission of women and respect for
elders – [who offer] a historic opportunity for the moral and familial rearmament of
Europe” (Houellebecq 2016: 231).In the end, both crises are resolved in the act of
ideological submission, though, owing to Houellebecq’s very myopic presentation
of Islam (predominantly voiced by sweet-talking converts compromised by their
own political and personal goals, like Rediger), the ideology in questionis, at best,
secondary to the true object of submission – the repackaged and repurposed past,
constantly evoked throughout the novel and indeed a major feature of its narrative
presentation.The movement from the analeptic presentation of the lives of François
and Huysmans at the beginning of the novel to the imagined future conversion
of François presented in the form of proleptic speech at the very end of the novel
structure the narrative as temporally progressive, whereas its constant evocations
of the past and ultimate submission to it reveal that it is ideologically regressive.
Faced with the untenability of their present conditions, both France and the suitablynamed François choose to revert to the past – not to the spiritual or moral teachings
of Islam, but, rather, to its conservative, patriarchal, family-centered sociopolitical
tenets which are, in the case of François, important material perks.
Viewed in isolation, these two instances of ideological reversion in the novel
do bear a certain thematic interest; however, having in mind the diegetic space-time
and Houellebecq’s reliance on referentiality in depicting it, they gain far more serious
rhetorical relevance. The temporal distance between the story world and the referent
world – just seven years at the time of the novel’s publication – positions the narrative
as a dire warning of things to come, while its abundance of present-day real-world
signifiers seems to hint that the transition has already begun. Houellebecq envisions
France in 2022 as a nation in which progressive, humanist values are poised for
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complete defeat – or, rather, unconditional surrender – at the hands of conservative
and extremist ideologies, a transformation presented as a regressive paradigm shift
historically characteristic of grand nations and empires of Europe past their prime,
which somehow still manages to fall on deaf ears in the XXI century:
Two years before, when the riots started, the media had had a field day, but now people
discussed them less and less. They’d become old news. For years now, probably decades,
Le Monde and all the other centre-left newspapers, which is to say every newspaper,
had been denouncing the ‘Cassandras’ who predicted civil war between Muslim
immigrants and the indigenous populations of Western Europe. [… ] In hindsight,
the journalists of the centre-left seemed only to have repeated the blindness of the
Trojans. History is full of such blindness: we see it among the intellectuals, politicians
and journalists of the 1930s, all of whom were convinced that Hitler would ‘come to
see reason’. It may well be impossible for people who have lived and prospered under
a given social system to imagine the point of view of those who feel it offers them
nothing, and who can contemplate its destruction without any particular dismay. But
in fact, the media’s attitude had changed over the last few months. No one talked about
violence in the banlieues or race riots any more. That was all passed over in silence.
They’d even stopped denouncing the ‘Cassandras’. In the end the Cassandras had gone
silent, too. People were sick of the subject, and the kind of people I knew had got sick
of it before everyone else. (Houellebecq 2016: 43)

It is the normalization of this multileveled resurgence of the past which is,
perhaps, the novel’s most striking and troubling rhetorical characteristic. On an
individual level, François follows in the footsteps of Huysmans, substituting spiritual/
religious awakening for professional advancement and the possibility of living out his
patriarchal fantasies of dominance; on a national level, under the leadership of Ben
Abbes, France follows in the footsteps of the Third Reich, eschewing fascistic, violent
totalitarianism in favor of shrewd political maneuvering and equally totalitarian
collectivism, whose two main pillars are family and traditionalist education. In
other words, the past is doomed to repeat itself, in a form which is just different
enough for it to be presented as a novel solution, ready to take advantage of our
ennui and seduce us with its promise of fulfillment. In François’s words, “[t]he past
is always beautiful. So, for that matter, is the future. Only the present hurts, and we
carry it around like an abscess of suffering, our companion between two infinities of
happiness and peace” (Houellebecq 2016: 222). Houellebecq, therefore, implies that
the present is an intermediary, ultimately negative state, a prison in which we wait
for the inevitable future return to the past – an implication all the more strengthened
by the author’s handling of temporality in the novel. There are no other solutions, no
other methods of escape, but to sit, and grow bored, and eventually submit.
4. Conclusion
In a remarkable real-world illustration of the notion of eternal recurrence
which Houellebecq flaunts so eagerly in his novel, The Economist’s review
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of Submission quotes the French novelist Emmanuel Carrère, who “compared
[Houellebecq’s novel] to George Orwell’s “1984” (“Irrepressible” 2015).However,
despite broad thematic similarities, the two works differ in two important aspects. In
Orwell’s work, the submission of the protagonist, Winston Smith, is forced though
both physical and psychological means; months of torture are needed to break his
defiance and rebellion. Submission, on the other hand, is a narrative of ideological
seduction; resistance of any kind, be it personal, social, or political, is not only futile,
it is practically nonexistent, lending the novel a substantially more passive, defeatist
tone compared to 1984. Finally, and perhaps ironically, the larger temporal distance
between the referent world and story world and relative referential obscurity of
Orwell’s novel compared to that of Submission lead to a greater, more general and
symbolical effectiveness of1984’s satirical potentials.
According to Richard Walsh in the Rhetoric of Fictionality (2007), the act of
storytelling itself is bound to be rhetorically charged in order for the transformation
of the (pseudo)factual into fictional to be successful, and for the discourse placed
before the readers to be re-assembled in the form of the story by the readers
themselves. Therefore, any discourse, regardless of the factual or veridical nature
of elements contributing to the creation of communicative situations or the context
presented in it, must be rhetorically, if not ideologically, directed by the narrating
entity, or the implied author. By creating a direct and suggestive parallel between
the past and present, the socio-political circumstance of then and ‘now’ of the
novel and incidentally the reality it relies on; by equating Huysmans’ and François’
conversions and ideological positions, Houellebecq selectively foregrounds and
targets the Islamist ideology, and does so from a very limited perspective, by
indiscriminately reducing this multifaceted system to its (undoubtedly problematic)
conservative socio-cultural tenets vehemently defended not by native Muslims, but by
proselytizing converts motivated by personal material gain. Remaining rhetorically
indeterminate, Houellebecq achieves a position where the presented ideology as a
whole ultimately becomes nothing more than a scapegoat for the satirical nature of
the narrative, which, under recent circumstances (the ongoing refugee crisis, the Îlede-France and November 2015 Paris attacks), has the potential to lead to particularly
dangerous and unsettling implications.
By choosing to close the temporal gap between the referent world and the story
world, and by additionally cumulatively basing narrative progression on the reader’s
knowledge of history and socio-political circumstance of 21st century France and
Europe, Houellebecq leads the reader, much in the spirit of postmodern flippant
tendency to resist conclusion, to an undefined and rhetorically ambiguous ending.
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TUMAČENJE SADAŠNJOSTI - RETORIČKA UPOTREBA
VREMENA U “POKORAVANJU” MIŠELA UELBEKA
Rezime
U ovom radu analizira se roman Potčinjavanje Mišela Uelbeka i to sa ciljem da se
svojstvo temporalnosti objasni ne samo kroz ulogu strukturalnog elementa teksta,
već i kroz retoričku ulogu. Autori rada analiziraju dva aspekta narativne strukture na
osnovu teorijskog okvira koji se bazira na studiji „Retorika fikcionalnosti” Ričarda
Volša. Dakle, narativ romana analizira se iz perspektive (inter)kontekstualnosti,
i retoričkog predstavljanja u tekstu. Kada su u pitanju kontekst i vreme, istražuju
se referencijalna svojstva teksta, a sa ciljem da se izoluju i na primerima pokažu
efekti koje tekst stvara u procesu uranjanja, kao i implikacije odnosno potencijalno
ideološki ishod interakcije fikcionalnog sveta i sociopolitičkog konteksta današnjice.
Ukazujući na ideološki obojene elemente narativa, kao i na jako oslanjanje narativa
na referente iz stvarnog sveta i kontekst današnjice, autori prikazuju na koji način
Uelbekova projekcija savremenog francuskog društva rezultira narativom uverljive,
ali na kraju epistemološki dvosmislene vizije bliske budućnosti čije su posledice tek
naizgled satirične zbog svoje neodređenosti i subjektivne istorijske perspektive u čiji
su kontekst stavljene.
Ključne reči: temporalnosti, intertekstualnost, etika, fikcionalnost, retorika
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